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The previously developed unified theory of constrained uniform approximation
from a finite dimensional subspace is extended to treat strong uniqueness and
continuity of the best approximation operator.

In this paper the authors extend the unified theory developed in [1,21
(covering existence, characterization, uniqueness, and computation of best
approximations) to treat strong uniqueness and continuity of the best
approximation operator.

The usual setting of this theory is as follows. Denote by C(E) the class of
all continuous real valued functions defined on E, a compact subset of [a, b1
containing at least n + 1 points, normed with the uniform (Chebyshev) norm,
IIIII = max{l/(t)l: tEE}. Let V c C(E) be an n-dimensional subspace of
approximants and let Vo be a nonempty subset of V that is determined by
certain linear constraints. Then, given IE C(E), one says p E Vo is a best
approximation (satisfying the constraints) to f if and only if

111- pll = infOl1 - q II; q E Vol·

Examples are monotone approximation and restricted range approx
imation without equality constraints, both of which are examples of
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restricted derivatives approximation (RDA). These examples satisfy the
generalized Haar and nearly Haar conditions described below. Further
examples are bounded coefficients approximation, e-interpolator approx
imation, and polynomial approximation with interpolation. All of these are
examples where the Haar (and therefore generalized and nearly Haar)
condition holds.

The general setting in which all of the above examples lie is best described
by a functional analytic approach as follows.

Let A be a compact set of linear functionals in the dual, V* of V. Note
that for each p in V, a(p) is a continuous function on A as a ranges over A.
Set

Vo = 1p E V; l(a)::;;; a(p)::;;; u(a), a E A f,

where I and u are extended real-valued functions on A with 1< +00,
u > -00, the set E[ (resp. E u) on which I (resp. u) is finite is closed, I
(resp. u) is continuous on E[ (resp. E u)' and l(a)::;;; u(a).

Let ex represent point evaluation at x in E (i.e., eAn = f(x), vf E C(E)).
Fix f in C(E) "" Vo with the restriction that if a = ex for some a in A and
some x in E, then inf{llf - qll; q E Vof > maxU(a) - f(x), f(x) - u(a)f;
note that this inequality is assured if, for example, l(a) ::;;;f(x)::;;; u(a). Call
such an f admissible. We are concerned then with approximating such
admissible f by elements of Vo' One can check that all of the aforementioned
examples lie in the above setting.

For example, ordinary monotone approximation, where Vo =
1p E 7C n _ I [a, b I; p' ~ O}, fits into the scheme as follows. Let e~ represent
point evaluation of the kth derivative at x in E (i.e., e~(p) = p(kl(X»). Set
E= [a,bj, V=7Cn _l' and A = le~;xEEf. Then for each a=e~EA,

a(p) = p'(x), l(a) == 0, u(a) == +00. Then Vo= l p E V; l(a)::;;; a(p)::;;; u(a),
a E A}. Note that A is homeomorphic to E with the usual topology. Thus,
a(p) = p'(x) is a continuous function on A for each p in V. Moreover. any
f E C(E) "" Vo is vacuously admissible.

In the following, motivated primarily by [II] and [141 dealing with
monotone approximation and by [4] and [61, the authors obtain a unified
theory treating the question of strong uniqueness (and the related continuity
properties of the best approximation operator) in the general setting
described above. Since these results depend on the unified theory previously
developed, it is necessary to review a portion of the latter.

By the usual continuity and compactness argument we have the following
result.

THEOREM I (Existence). If Vo is not empty, then there exists a best
approximation in Vo to f
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DEFINITION 1. If l(a) = u(a) implies a is an isolated point of A, we wilI
say equality condition 1 (EQC 1) is satisfied.

All of the preceding examples satisfy EQC 1 or can be reformulated so
that EQC 1 holds (e.g., one-sided approximation with interpolatory
restraints). Examples where EQC 1 does not hold are restricted range with
equality constraints and co-positive approximation.

Note 1. Throughout the remainder of this paper it is to be assumed that
EQC 1 is satisfied.

In [1] the folIowing definitions generalizing the concept of a Haar
subspace are given.

DEFINITION 2. For p in Vo a set 8 = II U 13 with II c A and
13 C 1ex; x E E f is calIed an extremal set for I and p provided

(i) a(p) = u(a) (or l(a)), a E II'

(ii) lexU - p)1 = III - pll, ex E 13 ,

(iii) e. E II if IU - p)(x)1 = III - pil.
To each a E A we associate a set (possibly empty) of elements E" in V*

such that if p E Vo then a(p) = l(a) (or u(a)) implies that for each fJ in E",
fJ(p) = m(fJ) (or n(fJ)), where m(fJ) (or n(fJ)) is some real number depending
only on fJ.

DEFINITION 3. 8 ' = 8 U I z is called an augmented extremal set for I and
p if 8 is an extremal set for/andp and 12 c U"E/

1
E".

EXAMPLES. In the case of monotone approximation, Vo =
{p E 71:n~ I [a, bl; pi ~ Of, ifP E Vo and a(p) = p'(x) = 0 for some x E (a, b),
then (J(p) = p"(x) = 0 = m(fJ).

Another example of this is found in a combination of monotone and inter
polatory constraints. For example, if Vo = {p E 71:5 [0, 1]; p'(X) ~ 0 for all
x E [0, 11 :lnd pfll(i) = O} and 8 is an extremal set for some I and p that
contains a, where a(q) = q'(i), then the two linear functionals fJI and fJz'
with fJI(q) = q"(i) and fJz(q) = q(iL') (i), adjoined to 8 will give an augmented
extremal set for I and p with m(fJ,) = m(fJz) = O.

NOTATION. For I and p fixed, let Smax denote the maximal extremal set
for f and p, and let S::'uagx denote the maximal augmented extremal set for f
andp.

NOTATION. In the folliwing, PI will always denote a best approximation
in Vo tof

640'37/1-)
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DEFINITION 4. V is generalized Haar with respect to I and Pt' provided
that if S~u~x for I and Pt has order t, then S~:gX contains min(t, n) elements
which are linearly independent in V*. V is generalized Haar if V is
generalized Haar for all admissible pairs I and Pt (i.e., Pt is a best approx
imation to I from Vo)'

In [1] it is verified that in all the preceding linear examples satisfying
EQC 1, the generalized Haar condition holds.

The proof of the uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2) below depends on the
following partial characterization of best approximations which we will also
need below.

LEMMA 1 (Partial characterization). If V is generalized Haar with
respect to I and PI' then there exists an augmented extremal set lor I and PJ
01 order n + 1.

For the proof of Lemma 1 see [1]. An alternate proof, however, under the
additional mild assumption (*) below, follows as a corollary to Theorem 4
below (see Note 3). Indeed, the logic of the proof of Lemma 1 given in [11 is
similar to the logic of the proof of Theorem 3 (and its corollary Theorem 4 )
below. We include the proofs of Theorems 2-4 for the sake of completeness
and because they are relatively short.

THEOREM 2 (Uniqueness). If V is generalized Haar, then any best
approximation Pt in Vo to I is unique.

Proof If also p* is a best approximation in Vo to I then so is
p** = 1Pt+ 1P*, since Vo is convex. Thus by Lemma 1 there exists a
maximal augmented extremal set for I and P* * of order t> n + 1, say
S~u~x = II U 13 U 12 (see Definitions 2 and 3). Then l(a) ~ a(p* *), a(Pr),
a(p*) ~ u(a), and a(p**) = l(a)(u(a)) therefore implies that a(pt) =
a(p*)=l(a)(u(a)), VaEI,. Hence {3(p*)={3(Pt)=m(j3)(n(j3)) V{3EI2 •

Finally I/(x) - p* *(x)1 = III - p* * II = III - ptll = III - p* II implies
PAX) = p*(x), Vex E 13 , But since t> n + 1 and some n of the elements of
S~Uagx are linearly independent in the dual of V, we have Pt = p*. I

Note 2. As an application, uniqueness of best approximation follows in
the case of restricted derivatives approximation [1]; also this result was
obtained independently and by different methods in [13].

DEFINITION 5. For p E V define a "signature" function a on Smax by

if ex(p) =/(x) -III - pll
if eAp) =/(x) + III - pll,
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a(a) = 1

=-1

if a(p)=l(a)

if a(p) = u(a) id(a).

That is, a is 1 at lower extrema and -1 at upper extrema. Note that the
admissibility off insures that a is well defined (in case ex is in II or I J ).

Let S E = {a E A; l(a) = u(a)} and recall that this set consists of isolated
points of A. We will also need the "0 in the convex hul1" criterion for best
approximation (which holds in fact in the absence of any Haar condition).
For this we must make the additional. very mild. "nonempty"-type
assumption

:3 Po E Vo such that l(a) <a(po) <u(a). (*)

Define sa = {a(y') y'; y' E sma. - s d. Set V = {p E V; a(p) = 0 for all
a E Ed and note that dim V= n - dim[Sd.

THEOREM 3 (Kolmogorov criterion). Let f E C(E) - Vo' and let
p* E Vo and sa be defined as above, where sma< is the maximal extremal set
for f and p*. Then p* E Vo is a best approximation to f iff

max (-y(p» ~ 0
yeS"

for all p E V.

Proof p* is a best approximation to f iff ~ P E V such that p* + ep (for
sufficiently small e> 0) strictly improves upon p* at the extrema
(Sma< _ SE) (consideration can be restricted to these extrema by the usual
continuity and compactness argument and (*) insures that the improvement
at A 1\ (sma< - E) is strict without loss since if for instance
a(p* + ep) = u(a), then p can be replaced by (I - J)p + Jpo for J> 0
sufficiently small), i.e., iff ~ p in V such that sgn y(p) = a(y) for al1 y E sa,
i.e., iff Vpin cr, maxyes,,(-y(p» ~ O. I

As a corol1ary of Theorem 3 we obtain the following very useful criterion
for best approximation.

THEOREM 4 ("0 in the convex hull"-criterion). p* is a best approx
imation to f E C(E) - Vo iff 0 is in the convex hull of some r (:<dim V + I)
elements of sa lv, i.e.,

T

0=)' kyo on P,
"""'- l I
i=1

where Yi E sa, A. i > 0, i = 1...., r. (I)

Proof Let dim V = m and identitfy V with IR m
• Then V* can of course

be identified with (another copy of) IR m• Then Salve V* and, for yE Sal v
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and P E V, yep) is realized as a "dot" product of two m-vectors. Thus
maxyESU(-Y(p» ~ 0 for all E. E V represents the fact that for the set Sal r
there is no "direction" P E V for which all vectors in sa Ir have a negative
component. That is, Sal v cannot lie in a half-space in IR m; hence 0 must lie
in the convex hull of (r vectors in) sa Iv. The fact that r can be taken ~

m + I is Caratheodory's result. I
Note 3. As mentioned above, Lemma 1 now follows as a corollary from

Theorem 4 since if t ~ n in Definition 4, then all the elements of S::'u'g' are
independent over V. But from formula (1) we conclude that some
r ' =r+n-dim[SE] members of S::'u'g' (in fact some r ' members of Sm.x)
are dependent over V. Hence t ~ n + I.

Another Haar-type condition which again holds for all the preceding
linear examples satisfying EQC 1. and which is useful for our strong
uniqueness discussion, is formulated in [2].

DEFINITION 6. V is nearly Haar on a = A U {ex; x E Ef provided the
set of n-tuples (R.,Rz,oo.,Rn)Ea n, where the R; are linearly dependent,
forms a closed nowhere dense subset of an. (Example: monotone approx
imation and, more generally, restricted derivatives approximation.) V is
Haar (on a) if any distinct n elements in a are linearly independent.
(Examples: bounded coefficients approximation, restricted range approx
imation, approximation with Hermite-BirkhotT interpolatory constraints.
and, more generally, restrictions at poised BirkhotT data.)

Note 4. If V is Haar (on a) then V is both generalized Haar and nearly
Haar.

Note 5. If V is nearly Haar on a then r = n + I in Theorem 4 almost
always.

We are now in a position to prove our strong uniqueness (and continuity
of the best approximation operator) results.

NOTATION. If V is generalized Haar, let PI denote the unique (by
Theorem 2) best approximation in Vo to f

We extend a definition of Schmidt [14] to our setting.

DEFINITION 7. If V is generalized Haar, we say that PI is strongly unique
of order r (0 < r ~ I) if, given N > 0, there is a constant }' = yeN, f) > 0
such that

Ilf - pil ~ Ilf - PIli + y II P - PIII!/r for all P E Vo satisfying II pil ~ N. (2)

In the case that r = 1, the dependence on N is dropped.
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NOTATION. Let s~ax, s~ax, s,;,ax denote the 11,12 ,13 subsets, respec
tively, of S::'uagx , the maximal augmented extremal set for I and Pr Further let
S; and S3 be the subsets of s~ax and s,;,ax, respectively, whose elements
appear in (1) (with A;>O), and let S2={pEBa ;aES;}. Finally let
Sl = S; U SE and let s:~;cial = Sl U S2 U S3'

Applying the unified theory reviewed above and following procedures
developed by Fletcher and Roulier [11] and Schmidt [14] in their treatment
of monotone approximation, we obtain the following theory extending that
given in [11] and [14] to our general setting.

DEFINITION 8. Let I and Pt be given and let s~~~cial = SI U S2 U S3 be
formed from the maximal augmented extremal set for I and Pt. Then define

II gil' = max(1 g(x)l, Ia( g)I),

II gll* = max(1 g(x)l, la(g)l, IP(g)I),

ex E S3' a E S l'

DEFINITION 9. V is special generalized Haar with respect to I and Pt

Provided that if sspecial has order t then Sspecial contains min(t n) elementsaug 'aug ,

which are linearly independent in V*. V is special generalized Haar if V is
special generalized Haar for all admissible pairs I and Pt.

The following is a useful and easily applied

Criterion lor special generalized Haar. If for every II c A there
exists 12 C UaEl, B a such that Vi = {p E V; y(p) = 0
VyEll U I 2 } is an ordinary Haar space on E, then V is special
generalized Haar.

To check the validity of the above criterion consider s:~~cial =

SI U S3 U S2 and reduce S2 to S~ if necessary so that Vl = {p E V; y(p) = 0
VyES 1 U S~} is an ordinary Haar space on E. But formula (1) provides a
dependency on V L among the elements of S3' Hence the order of s:~~cial is
~n + 1 and S:~~cial contains n independent elements. Thus the condition for
V to be special generalized Haar is fulfilled.

Note 6. If V is special generalized Haar, then V is generalized Haar, for
then analogously as in Note 3 by use of formula (1), we see that s:~~cial (and
hence S::,:n has order t ~ n +. Furthermore in all the aforementioned
examples, V is easily seen to be special generalized Haar.

EXAMPLE. To see that RDA (restricted derivatives approximation) is
special generalized Haar is now even easier than the proof that RDA is
generalized Haar given in [1] (which did not make use of formula (1)). Just
apply the criterion (1). For any 11 = {e~}cA, pick I2cUaEl,Ba= {e~+l}
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such that II U 12 form Hermite and supported even block Birkhoff data in an
incidence matrix (just as in [1, Theorem 4 D. Then V 1 is an ordinary Haar
space by the well-known Ferguson-Atkinson-Sharma result (see, e.g. [1,
Theorem D]).

LEMMA 2. If V is special generalized Haar, then II II * is a norm on v.

Proof Since all the functionals in S~u·gX are linear, II II * is a seminorm.
But further, by Definition 9 and Note 6, S:~~ci.1 contains n linearly
independent elements of V*. Hence for p E V, II p II * = 0 implies p == 0, and
II II * is in fact a norm. I

THEOREM 5. Let V be special generalized Haar. Then Pt is strongly
unique of order I with respect to all p in Vo satisfying a(p) = a(pt) for all

aES 1 •

Proof Since II II * and II II are equivalent norms on V, there is a constant
PI> 0 such that Ilqll* ~Plllqll for all q E V. Let p E Vo with a(p) = a(pt)
for all a E S I. Then also P(p) = P(Pt) for all PES2· Hence II p - ptll' =
II p - ptll *. The proof will be complete therefore if we can show

Ilf - pll ~ Ilf - ptll +r lip - Ptll' (3)

for some r >0, for then Ilf - pil ~ Ilf- ptll + rpl II P - ptll and we can take
y = rpl and r = 1 in (2). To show (3) let exo be an arbitrary element in s'{'ax
and let a = a(exo). Then a(f - p)(xo) = a(f - Pt)(xo) +a(pt- p)(xo) =

Ilf - Pili + a(Pt- p)(xo) and so Ilf - pil ~ Ilf - ptll + (Pt- p)(xo). Assume
for the remainder of the proof that P $. Pt. Then for some eXo E S3 ,

a(pt-p)(xo»O. Suppose not; i.e., a(exo)(Pt-p)(xo)~O VeXo ES3 • Then,
from formula (1) of Theorem 4, since a(Pt - p) = 0 for all a E S I by
assumption, we must have (Pt - P)(xo) = 0 Vexo E S3. But also P(p) =P(Pt)
for all PES2 and we have therefore by Lemma 2 that P == Pt' a con
tradiction.

Thus sUPeXoEsJ a(exo)(PI - p)(xo) > O. Further, the functional F(q) =
sUPe ES a(e.) q(xo) is continuous on the compact set ,jf =

Xo J • 0

{( Pt - P )/11 Pt - P II'; a( p) = a(pt) Va E S I} and hence achieves its infimum.
We infer therefore the existence of a r> 0 such that F(q) ~ r, Vq E %, and
conclude that for any admissible P there is a exo E S3 such that
a(exo)(Pt-p)(xo)~rllpt-pll'and (3) is established. I

DEFINITION 10. We say Pt is semi-strongly unique of order r (0 < r ~ 1)
if (2) is valid with lip - ptll replaced by lip - ptll'.

THEOREM 6. Let V be special generalized Haar. Then Pt is semi-strongly
unique of order 1 (with respect to all P in Vo).
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Proof We must show
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III - pil ~ III - Ptll + y lip - Ptll' for some y >o. (4 )

Just as in the proof of Theorem 5, for exo an arbitrary member of 8 3 and
a = a(exo)' III - pil ~ III - Ptll + a(pt- p)(xo)' We claim now that if % =
{q = (Pt- p)/llpt- pll'; Ilpt- pll' -=1= O}, then infqExmaxXoEs, a(exo) q(xo) =
y> O. Assume not; then there are qm E Jr' such that
limm_ oo maxXoES , a(exo) qm(xo) ~ O. But also since Pm E Vo we have
a(a)a(qm)~O VaE8" and we conclude therefore from formula (I) of
Theorem 4 that limm _ oo qm(xo) = 0 Vexo E 8 3 and limm _ oo a(qm) = 0
Va E 8 I' Hence limm_oo Ilqmll' = 0 while Vm Ilqmll' = 1, a contradiction. We
conclude that for any amissible P there is a exo E 8 3 such that
a(pt - P)(xo)~ y II Pt - P II' and (4) is established. I

The proof of the following lemma proceeds exactly as in the classical case
([7, p. 821 or [11]) and is included for completeness.

LEMMA 3. Let V be special generalized Haar. Then there exists a
positive number K such that lor all admissible g E C(E)

(5)

In lact we may take K = 2jy where y is Irom (4).

Proof By (4) Ilpt-pll'~y-'(II/-pll-II/-PtII) for any pE Vo'
Thus Ilpt-pgll ~ },-I(II/-pgll-II/-Ptll) ~ y-l(ll/_gll+llg_pgll_
III - Ptll) ~ y-l(111 - gil + II g - Ptll-III - Ptll) ~ y-I(III - gil +
II g - III + III- Ptll :-111 - Ptll) = (2/y) III - gil· I

We can now establish the continuity of the best approximation operator
B(f) = Pr

THEOREM 7. Let V be special generalized Haar. Then the best approx
imation operator B is continuous on the admissible lunctions in C(E).

Proof We parrot the proof of Theorem (5.2) in [11]. It suffices to show
that if {gm}:;;'= 1 is a sequence of elements of C(E) satisfying limm ~ oc gm = I
uniformly on E, then limm _ oo B(gm) = B(f). First, by (5),

lim IIB(f) - B(gm)II' = O.
m~oo

(6)

Further, II B(gm)11 ~ II B(gm) - gm II + II gm II ~ II Po - gm II + II gm II ~

1 + 211/11 + II Poll for m sufficiently large, where Po E Vo is fixed. Thus
{B(gm)}:;;'= 1 is bounded. Now assume that lim B(gm) -=1= B(f). Then there is
an e > 0 and a subsequence {B(gm)}~=1 such that IIB(gmJ-B(f)11 ~e,
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k = 1,2,.... Furthermore lB(gm)}Z"~1 is bounded. Hence, this sequence has a
subsequence which converges, and assume without loss that the sequence
itself converges to q E Vo'

We will now show that q = B(f) and thus reach a contradiction to the
above assumption. Define h = B(gm) and Pf= B(f). From (6) we have
limk .... oo h(xo) = pJxo) VeXo ES3 and lima(Pk)=a(Pf) VaES,. On the
other hand, since limk .... oc Pk = q we have q(xo) = pJxo) Vexo E S 3 and
a(q) = a(pf) Va E Sl' Moreover we also have fJ(q) =fJ(Pf) for all fJ E S2'
Hence by Lemma 2, q == Pf = B(f), a contradiction. I

Since if V is Haar (on .0) then 1111' is equivalent to II lion V, we obtain the
following corollary to Theorem 6 and formula (5).

COROLLARY 1. Let V be Haar (on .0). Then Pf is strongly unique (of
order 1) with respect to all P in Vo' Moreover, B is Lipschitz-continuous.

The following definition is introduced in [6].

DEFINITION II. Pf is strongly unique with respect to the rate (junction) u
(u E C[O, (0), u is increasing and u(O) = 0) if for each N> 0 there exists a
constant y > 0 such that

Ilf - pil >Ilf - Pfll + yu(11 P - pfll) (7)

for all P E Vo satisfying II pil ~ N. We will say that the rate (of strong
unicity) is at best u if (7) cannot be satisfied by any u" where u(t) = o(u,(t)),
t---> O.

In case u(t) = t llr for some constant r (0 < r ~ I) then we will according
to convention, also say Pf is strongly unique of order r (as in Definition 7).

EXAMPLE A ([4]). E = [a, b I, VO= 1P E 7rn _ 1; pi') (X) >0, a ~ x ~ band
p(2)(X

O
) = ... = p(2m-l)(xo) = 0 for XoE (a, b) fixed and n> 2m + I}. Then

(7) holds, where u(t) = t 2m and u is best possible.

EXAMPLE B ([6]). E= [-a, a], Vo= vn {p;p'(x»O,-a~x~a},

where V= [1,x,h'(x),h(x)l.

(i) If h(x) = (sgn x) Ixl 2
+ s

, s > 0, then (7) holds where u(t) = t S +' and
u is best possible.

(ii) If h(x) = xe-x- z and a is sufficiently small, then (7) holds where
u(t) = e-c,x-Zd and the best possible rate function u satisfies e- c ,x-2' ~

u(x) ~ X-
2/3 e- C2X

-
2
'" for some constants 0 < C2 < c,.
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THEOREM 8. Suppose PJ is strongly unique with rate u. Then for each
K > 0 there is a constant Y > 0 such that

lip - p II ~ u -I' (2 11 g - fll)
g i }'

(8)

for all g E C(E) with II gil ~ K. (That is, in particular, the best approximation
oprator B(f) = Pi is continuous.)

Proof If II gil ~ K then II Pgll ~ MK for some M independent of g and
according to Definition 11 there exists }' > 0 such that (7) holds where
N = MK. Hence Ilf - Pgll >Ilf - Pill + yu(ll Pg - Pill): i.e.,

Ilpg - Pill ~ u- I ('If - pgll ; Ilf - PJII)

~ u-I ('If - gil + II g ~Pgll-Ilf - Pill)

~ u -I (lif - gil + II g ~Pill-Ilf - hll ) ~ u- I (2 1If; gil). I

COROLLARY 2. Suppose Pi is strongly unique with rate u, where u is
superhomogeneous of degree p (u(ct) >COu(t), c > 0). Then for each K> 0
there is a constant A> 0 such that

II B( g) - B(f)11 ~ AII g - flll;o (8')

for all g E C(E) with II gil ~ K. That is, the best approximation operator is
locally Lipschitz-continuous of order lip.

Proof It follows that u - 1 is subhomogeneous of degree lip. Hence we
can continue the last line in the proof of Theorem 8: u- I (21If - gil/y) ~
y-l/oU-I(l) 21/0 Ilf - gil I/o and so (8') holds where A= y-I/OU-I(l) 21/0 • I

EXAMPLES. In Examples A and B(i) above, u is in fact homogeneous of
degree p = 2m and p = s + 1, respectively.

THEOREM 9. Let V be special generalized Haar. Suppose there exists
Uo E qO. (0), with Uo increasing and uo(O) = 0, and a constant r> 0 such
that

(9)

whenever p E Vo and II pll ~ N. Then Pi is strongly unique with rate u(t) =
min(t, Uo(Kt)) for some constant K > O.
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Proof From Definition 8, IIp-PIII'~min(llp-PIII*, ruo(llp-PIII*».
But by Lemma 2, II P - Pili * ~ K II P - Pili for some K> O. We thus have
that II P - Pili' ~ r min(K/r lip - Pili, Uo(K II P - Pili» ~ r min(ll P - Pili,
uo(Kllp-PIII) for r~K and the conclusion follows from formula (4) of
Theorem 6. I

COROLLARY 3. Suppose that, in addition to the hypotheses of
Theorem 9, u~(O) exists and Uo is convex. Then PI is strongly unique with rate
u(t) = Uo(Kt) for some constant K > O.

Proof Since u~(O) exists and Uo is convex, it is clear that we may choose
rand K in the proof of Theorem 9 so small that Uo(Kt) < t in the interval
[0, N + IIp/IIJ. I

Examples of the application of Theorem 9 (and Corollary 3) are the cases
of Theorems 10 and 11 below, where uO<t) = t2 and uo(t) = t 2 + 2r, respec
tively. A wide range of additional examples is provided by [6], where the
space V = [1, x, h'(x), h(x)], hE C2

, is a Haar space in some neighborhood
(-a, a) of the origin and Vo= vn [p;p'(x) ~ OJ. Several additional
assumptions are made on h(x) including h'(x)/h"(x) is asymptotic (as
x ~ 0 +) to cp(x), where cp E C' [0, <Xl), cp(O) = 0, cp'(x) > 0 for x> O. It is
easy to see ([6]) that V is special generalized Haar (on fl). Then, if /If is any
positive continuous function asymptotic to (h"/h lll

- h'/h")/cp, it is shown
that formula (9) (and Corollary 3) holds with uo(t) = t/lf(CP -I (ct)) h"(cp - l(ct»)
for some constant c> O. (It is shown further, by expanding on the technique
developed in [4], that the rate uo(t) is best possible.) For certain illustrative
choices of h see Example B above.

DEFINITION 12. Generalized restricted derivatives approximation
(GRDA) extends ordinary RDA (see, e.g. [1] or [13]) by extending the
restraining functionals from a = e~ to a = L~ = Lj:ol au(x)~, where the aii
are continuously differentiable on E = [a, b I. (Note that at each x, L',
represents an arbitrary linear functional on V = Jr n - 1 the space of (n - I )-st
degree polynomials on E.) Recall that the restraints are all inequality
restraints for RDA as they are therefore for GRDA (i.e., Vo = {p E Jrn _ I ;

VxE [a,bl, li(x)~L~(p)~ui(x), l/x) < ui(x), i=O,...,m}). Note that for
x E (a, b), Ba = {Pal, where Pa = L~+ 1 = e~ 0 L~ = Lj:d a;j(x) ~ +
Lj:d au(x) ~+ 1 and m(fJa) (or n(fJa)) = l;(x) (or u;(x)). Finally we assume
that V is special generalized Haar, as is the case of RDA.

Thus we have all the previous theory at our disposal. Finally, we show
that the result of [14J extends to GRDA, provided au' Ii' ui EC2(E),
o~ i ~ m, 0 ~ j ~ n - I, whereupon we write GRDA E C2

•
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THEOREM 10. In the case of GRDA E c2, for each K> 0, Pt is strongly
unique of order a =! with respect to all p in Vo such that II pll ~ K.
Furthermore, a =! is in general best possible.

Proof We will show (9) holds where uo(t) = ct2 for some positive
constant c and the conclusion will then follow from Corollary 3. We claim
that for each of the finite number of pairs a = L ~o E S I and p<> = L ~<; I E S 2

there exists c>O for which IL~o(Pt-p)l~cIL~;I(Pt-PW VpEVo
satisfying II p II ~ N. If this is not the case, suppose without loss that a is a
lower extremal and then corresponding to each integer v >°there exists
q"EVo with Ilqvll~N for which IL~(q,.-Pt)I«l/v)IL~;I(qv-Pt)l2,

. . 0

where L~O<Pt) = li(xo) and L~; I (Pt) = I; (xo)' .Now we may assume that q,.
converges uniformly to q E Vo' Clearly L~o(q - PI) = 0. We can write
L~(qJ-li(x)=L~o(q,,) - l/xo) + [L~;I(qJ - l;(xo)](x-xo) +
s,.(x)(x - X O)2 = p" +a,,(x - x o) + s,,(x)(x - xo)z, where Pv --+ 0, a" --+ °
(L~;l(q)=l;(xo) since qE Vo and L~o(q)=li(xo»' Is,.(x)I~NI ~or all
xE [a,b] and some N[ independent of v (GRDAE C 2 implies [L~(q,,)lff

converges uniformly to [L~(q)]ff and s,,(x) = (1/2)(d2Idy2)[L~.(q,.)

li(y)]IY=lx' where ~x is a point between X o and x), and L~(q,.)~li(x)

VxE [a,b]. Thus 0~p,,+a,.(x-xo)+N[(x-xo)2for xE [a,b]. For v
sufficiently large (so that xE (a, b», set (x-xo)=-a..l2N1 • This gives
a;~4N[p,.; i.e., there exists a constant K[=4N1 independent of v
(sufficiently large) such that IL~; \q,. - ptW ~ K[ IL~o(q,. - PI)I, which is
our desired contradiction.

As in [14], the "best possible" statement results from the elegant coun
terexample of Fletcher and Roulier [ I°I, since ordinary monotone
approximation is a special case of GRDA E C 2

•

DEFINITION 13. s-Augmented GRDA will denote GRDA together with
even blocks (of length ~2s) of isolated "interpolatory" derivative side
conditions given (i.e., L ~+k = ek

0 L ~ , k = 2, 3,..., 2s, 2s + 1 have specifiedo - 0

values) and V is assumed to be special generalized Haar (as is easily
checked to be the case (modify Example A appropriately) in the case of s
augmented RDA).

THEOREM 11. In the case of s-augmented GRDA E c2, for each K > 0,
Pt is strongly unique of order r = 1/(2 + 2s) with respect to all pin Vo such
that IIpll ~ K. Furthermore, r= 1/(2 + 2s) is best possible.

Proof The proof follows by combining the techniques and notation of
Theorem 10 and [4]. I

The following corollary states the fact that the continuity of Theorem 7 is
a local Lipschitz continuity of order 1/(2s + 2), and follows immediately
from Theorem II and Corollary 2 (formula (8'».
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COROLLARY 4. In the case of s-augmented GRDA E c2 for each K > 0
there is a constant A >0 such that

IIB(g) - B(f)II:(; All g- fll l (25+2)

for all J, gE C(E) with II gil :(; K.

Although the order 1/(2s + 2) is best possible for strong uniqueness
(Theorem 11), it is not known whether the order 1/(2s + 2) is best possible
for the Lipschitz condition above.

THEOREM 12. If V is nearly Haar then Pi is strongly unique (of order 1)
except when [S~·x U s~·x1forms a closed nowhere dense subset of nn.

Note 7. If V is nearly Haar, then examples like the Fletcher-Roulier
example [11] and that of [4] (used for the "best possible" part of
Theorem 11) must arise from the relatively rare situations where no n
elements of s~ax and S~·x are independent in V*.

Note 8. In this paper the error betweenfand p is measured by Ilf - pll =
SUPXEE e(f(x), p(x)), where e(f, p) = If - pl. The results are valid, however.
if we replace e(f, p) by any error function e(f, p) co-monotone with If - pi
as a function of p [12]. In particular. the theory is valid with e(f, p) =
11/f - 1/pI, f> 0, p > 0, i.e.. for uniform reciprocal approximation (see
[5] ).

Note 9. For strong uniqueness results in LP-spaces, 1 :(; p < 00, see [10 I.
Other pertinent references are [8,9 (Added in proof See also 115])1.
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